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JOLIET, IL

ADDENDUM 3
November 1, 2013
We received the following questions regarding the bid listed above:
Question # 1: For #10 Tracking of Applications to Destroy Records - Is this a bulk destruction of paper
records based on the ordinance requirements? Does the county want a reminder system to take action on
when to destroy records (e.g. applications, plans, etc.) ? Does this also include electronic applications
submitted?
Answer #1: This is based on the Records Management Records Series established between the Land Use
and Records Management Departments as outlined by state stature. A reminder that specific records are not
eligible for destruction will be sufficient. Yes.

Question #2: With the desired integration with Sustain/OnBase does the County want it to be real time? Is
there an API which can be used for this interface? Would the County want to write data directly into the
Onbase database or is a read from views in the permit database sufficient? What types of data will need to be
seen (ie. hearings information, details about applications, appeals etc.)?
Answer #2: There is an API. Reading from views in the DB should be sufficient. The Real Estate PIN number
will have to be used to link information, but those can be provided. Being able to view the documents in
OnBase and the ability to place documents or records from permitting into OnBase should.

Question #3: “ Provide the active # of users of your system, and include the names of Illinois counties and Will
County municipalities using your system, along with contact information from those governments as
references”
In the case a vendor does not currently have any clients who are County’s in the state of Illinois, what other
parameters for references would the County liked used? (For example: Similar County clients? Other cities in
Illinois using proposed software etc? What is the desired number of references?)
Answer #3: County governments of similar size are preferred.
references.
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Any government users are acceptable

